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We prove: If 0 F a F a F ??? F a and A s n a , then1 2 N n is 1 i
N 2 w N 3r2 x2 N 2 4 a A  a F 2 a A . G. Bennett had proved this result, but withns 1 n n msn m ns1 n n
the factor ``4'' instead of ``2.'' Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
w xIn 1967 J. E. Littlewood 3 presented several remarkable open problems
concerning elementary inequalities for infinite series which seem to be
w x``very far from simple'' 3, p. 151 . One of these problems states: Does
there exist an absolute constant K such that
2 2` n `
3r2a a a  n i m
msnns1 is1
4` n
2F K a a 1 . n i
ns1 is1
holds for all nonnegative real numbers a , a , . . . ?1 2
As it was pointed out by Littlewood this inequality, as well as related
 w x.ones which are given in 3 , have a close connection to the theory of
orthogonal series. An answer to Littlewood's question was published in
w x  .1987 by G. Bennett 1, 2 , who showed that 1 is valid with K s 4.
Actually, Bennett proved the following much more general result.
PROPOSITION 1. Let p, q, r G 1; if a , . . . , a are nonnegati¨ e real num-1 N
bers with A s n a , thenn is1 i
rN N
p q 1qpr qa A a n n m
msnns1
r Np q q r y q . 1q rrqp qF a A . 2 . . n n /p ns1
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The special case p s 1, q s r s 2 leads to
2N N N
2 3r2 2 4a A a F 4 a A , 3 .  n n m n n
msnns1 ns1
 .which implies that inequality 1 holds with K s 4.
It is worthwhile to mention that Bennett provided two different proofs
 . w x  .for inequality 2 . An analysis of the proof given in 1 reveals that 2 is
valid not only for p, q, r G 1, but even for all real numbers p, q, r satisfy-
  . .ing p G 1, q ) 0, r ) 0, and p q q r y q rp G 1.
w xIn 2 Bennett discussed also the question whether there exists a con-
 .verse of 2 . This means: Let p, q, r G 1; does there exist an absolute
constant C such that the inequality
rN N N
1q rrqp q p q 1qpr qa A F C a A a 4 . .  n n n n m
msnns1 ns1
holds for all nonnegative real numbers a , . . . , a ? Bennett provided an1 N
example for p s 2, q s r s 1 which shows that the answer is ``no.''
 .However, if the a are decreasing, then the following counterpart of 2 isi
 w x.valid see 2 .
PROPOSITION 2. Let p, q, r G 1; if a G a G ??? G a G 0 with A s1 2 N n
n  .   ..y1  1 q . ry1 .y1 a , then 4 holds with C s B q q 1, r s H x 1 y x dx .is1 i 0
It remains an open problem to determine the best possible constants in
 .  .2 and 4 . Until now the best possible constant is not even known for any
special case.
 .Motivated by Proposition 2 we have tried to sharpen inequality 2 under
the additional assumption that the a are monotonic. Indeed, if the a arei i
  . .increasing and if p q q r y q rp G 2, then it is possible to replace the
  . . . rconstant p q q r y q rp by a smaller one. As a special case of the
  ..following theorem p s 1, q s r s k s 2 in 6 we obtain that if 0 F a1
 .F a F ??? F a , then the factor 4 in Bennett's inequality 3 can be2 N
replaced by 2. We note that our approach has been inspired very much by
 . w xthe short and elegant proof of 2 given in 1 .
THEOREM. Let a , . . . , a be nonnegati¨ e real numbers such that1 N
a F a F ??? F a , 5 .1 2 N
and let A s n a . If p G 1, q ) 0, r ) 0 are real numbers such thatn is1 i
p q q r y q .
d s G k ,
p
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where k G 1 is an integer, then
rN N
p q 1qpr qa A a n n m
msnns1
ky1 N
1q rrqrrk p qF d y i a A . 6 .  . .  n n
is0 ns1
 .If k s 1, then assumption 5 can be dropped.
 .Proof. It suffices to establish 6 for p ) 1 and d ) k. We define
rN N
p q 1qpr qL s a A a , n n m
msnns1
N
qr p 1qpr qb s a A , c s a ,n n n n m
msn
and
n
1q j pr qB j s b . . n i
is1
First, we prove: If j is a nonnegative integer, then
B j a1qpr q F b1q  jq1. pr q . 7 .  .n n n
 .We may suppose that a ) 0. Then 7 can be written asn
n
1q j pr q j pr q 1qjqqr pb F a A . 8 . i n n
is1
 .We use induction on n. If n s 1, then the sign of equality holds in 8 .
Using the induction hypothesis as well as a F a and A F A , wen nq1 n nq1
obtain
nq1
1q j pr q 1qj pr q jqqr p j pr q 1qjqqr pb F a A q a A i nq1 nq1 n n
is1
j pr q jqqr p 1qjqqr pF a a A q Anq1 nq1 nq1 n 9 .
j pr q jqqr p jqqr pF a a A q A Anq1 nq1 nq1 n nq1
s a j pr qA1q jqqr p .nq1 nq1
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We set
r p q q r y q p q q r y q .  .
a s , u s , ¨ s ;
p q q r y q q p y 1 pr .  .
then we have 0 - a - 1, ¨ ) 1, and 1ru q 1r¨ s 1. Applying Holder'sÈ
inequality we get
N
p1ya . pa rL s b b c n n n
ns1
1ru 1r¨N N
p1ya .u pa ¨ r ¨F b b c n n n /  /
ns1 ns1
 .   . 4q py1 r p qqr yqN
p1qrr q.s b n
ns1
=
  . 4prr p qqr yqN
db c . 10 . n n
ns1
Next we determine an upper bound for N b cd. Since c F c wens1 n n nq1 n
conclude from the mean-value theorem that the inequality
ct y ct F tc ty1 c y c s tc ty1a1qpr q 11 .  .n nq1 n n nq1 n n
is valid for all real t ) 1. Let
N
1q j pr q dyjS j s b c , . N n n
ns1
 .where j is an integer with 0 F j - d y 1. From 11 with t s d y j and
 .from 7 we conclude
Ny1
dy j dyj dyjS j s B j c y c q B j c .  .  .N n n nq1 N N
ns1
N
1qpr q dy jq1.F d y j B j a c .  . n n n
ns1
N
1q  jq1. pr q dy jq1.F d y j b c .  n n
ns1
s d y j S j q 1 . .  .N
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Using this inequality for j s 0, 1, . . . , k y 1, we obtain
S 0 F dS 1 F d d y 1 S 2 F ??? F .  .  .  .N N N
F d d y 1 ??? d y k y 1 S k . 12 .  .  .  . . N
We set
x s dr d y k , y s drk ; .
then we have
N
1r x dyk p1qrr q.r yS k s b c b . N n n n
ns1
with 1rx q 1ry s 1 and y ) 1. From Holder's inequality we conclude thatÈ
1rx 1ryN N
dyk . x p1qrr q.S k F b c b .  N n n n
ns1 ns1
krdN
1ykrd p1qrr q.s S 0 b , 13 .  .N n
ns1
 .  .so that 12 and 13 imply
drkN ky1 N
d p1qrr q.b c s S 0 F d y i b . 14 .  .  .  n n N n
is0ns1 ns1
 .  .Finally, inequalities 10 and 14 lead to
ky1 N
1q rrqrrk p qL F d y i a A , .  .  n n
is0 ns1
which we had to show.
Remarks.
 . ky1 . rr k r1 If d G k G 2, then we have  d y i - d , so that inequal-is0
 .  .ity 6 provides a refinement of 2 .
 .  .2 To prove inequality 6 we have used the monotonicity of the ai
 .  .only once, namely, to establish inequality 9 . If j s 0, then 9 holds for
 .all nonnegative a , which implies that if k s 1, then 6 is valid without thei
 .additional assumption 5 . This is Bennett's Proposition 1.
 .  .3 We conclude by asking: Does inequality 6 remain valid if as-
 .sumption 5 does not hold? And, is it possible to replace the constant
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ky1 . rr k  d y i by a smaller number which does not depend on the ais0 i
.and N ?
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